HIKING GUIDE

over the divide hike

winter park

12 miles of scenic trail connects Nederland to Winter Park
• Hike to Devil’s Thumb Trailhead and
meet the Winter Park Resort Hiking Shuttle
for a ride to the resort
• Experience the Continental Divide
with breathtaking views, the start of
fall foliage, and potential moose sightings
• Enjoy a Hiker Happy Hour and
lodging as part of your package

guided hikes

From high alpine views to leisurely strolls, to
strenuous adventures in the backcountry, the
variety of trails in Winter Park and Grand County
offer access to nature for anyone looking to put
one foot in front of the other. In Colorado's Top
Adventure Town, there's a perfect trail for anyone.
FOR MORE INFORMATION VISIT:
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winterparkresort.com/hiking
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fraser river trail

over the
divide hike
this summer, check this hike off your bucket list!
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serenity

guided
hikes

discover the cirque

• Start the day with a scenic chairlift ride, and
hike your way through high alpine terrain
• Experience 360° of stunning mountain
views at the top of Parsenn Bowl
• Make a stop at North Twin Cone Peak,
or continue to The Cirque
• Enjoy a picnic lunch at Ski Patrol HQ
• Return back to the base by mid-afternoon,
just in time for a cold drink
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serenity & cherokee loop

discover the cirque
4 lower roof & fantasy meadow

ADVENTURE
- CONCIERGE W IN TE R PA RK,CO

This paved trail follows the Fraser River, connecting
the resort to downtown Winter Park and on to
Fraser. This gently rolling trail weaves through thick
forested areas, the Idlewild Campground, and fun
stopping areas to take in the scenery or play in the
river.

VISIT US AT THE

winter park base
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lower to upper roof loop

This alpine hike offers a more difficult option to the
Lower Roof counterpart. This single track trail is
great for wildflower spotting or challenging hike at
over 11,000 feet
Directions: Buy a scenic lift ticket to access the
Gemini Lift and then walk to the Eskimo. Walk
around Sunspot Lodge and follow the road. Take
Lower Roof until trail splits, then go left.

Directions: Start at the resort base, take Winter
Park Drive and turn left at Old Town. Turn right after
Adolf’s, cross the bridge, and the trail is on the left.

Top Tip: This trail is fun for trail runners and can
be connected to the greater town trail system.

Top Tip: Use this trail to get from the resort to
Rendezvous Event Center for weekly concerts.
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863

This rolling trail quickly reaches views of the
Continental Divide and Valley. The quiet forested
area above the train tracks is a peaceful escape
to nature.
Directions: Pass the bottom of Gemini Lift and
continue to the lowest road next to the tracks.
After 0.25 miles on road, turn left onto small trail
with small white sign, (hard to spot, it’s across
from two houses on other side of the tracks).
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Adding Lower Cherokee to the Serenity loop
adds a steep, short climb to connect back to
Tunnel Hill Road.

*Guest Favorite* Ride the chair lift to this high
alpine hike for views of the Rockies and the
perfect meadow of wildflowers.

Directions: Follow directions to (2) Serenity
and then connect to Cherokee. Follow
Cherokee up to Tunnel Hill Road and loop back
to the resort.

Directions: Buy scenic lift ticket. Take Gemini Lift,
and walk to Eskimo Lift. At the top of Eskimo, walk
around Sunspot Lodge (food available), follow
road up, and look for trail on the right.

Top Tip: Start on Tunnel Hill Road and reverse
the loop to avoid the Cherokee climb.

Top Tip: Finish hike with a beer and lunch on the
Sunspot deck. On the way down, hike down from
bottom of Eskimo - one mile from the base.
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bonfils stanton
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Short, easy loop of trails and boardwalks through
wetlands and ponds. Stroller friendly.
Directions: Make your way across Highway 40
from the Resort at Main Entrance/The Vintage.
Look for large archway signage.
Top Tip: There are lots of picnic tables available,
bring lunch or a snack!

Top Tip: Take time to enjoy the views! This trail
peaks at more than 11,000 feet!
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jim creek trail

A breathtaking waterfall rewards this gradual uphill
hike which meanders along Jim Creek. Great for
moose sightings!
Directions: Start at Bonfils Stanton, follow the trail
on the right side about 0.5 miles until it intersects
with Jim Creek Trail. (If you’re looping back on
Bonfils, you missed it).
Top Tip: In fall, catch some of the most colorful
aspen trees along this trail.
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second creek - broome hut
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tunnel hill road

Directions: For further information, see
“Hiking Grand County, Colorado Guidebook.”

This easy, relatively flat hike (when accessed by lift)
provides extensive views of the iconic Parry Peak,
the Continental Divide, and all the way to Longs
Peak on clear days.
Two access options: 1) Access by lift with scenic
chair lift ticket 2) Walk up the Summer Road. From
the top of Gemini Lift, walk downhill on the road for
.25 miles. On your left you will see access to
Tunnel Hill Road.

Top Tip: Stop at the Adventure Concierge for map
resources.

Top Tip: Scenic viewpoints start approx. 1.5 miles
from the start of the trail.

A challenging hike, with 4 miles above treeline that
requires route finding. Rewards include a stop at
the Broome Hut, incredible 360° views and ending
at the resort. Check the weather before starting,
and we recommend picking up a topographical
map of the area for better navigation.
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hiking key
hikes by difficulty

easy

moderate

parking

scenic views

9 tunnel hill road

scenic views
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handicap accessible

lift accessed

waterfall

pet friendly

no pets

hiking safety tips
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• Note that the trails on this map that are • Leave no trace behind. Stay on designated
trails and give the fragile ecosystem an
open to hikers are also open to bikes.
opportunity to thrive. Be alert for wildlife.
• Please keep dogs on a leash while
• Don’t drink from streams, and carry water
walking within resort boundaries.
with you while biking or hiking.
• Inclement weather is common in the
mountains. Seek shelter when you see • People with respiratory or circulatory
illness should consult a physician before
a storm developing.
coming to this altitude.
• Bring adequate clothing for the
quickly changing weather.
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3 serenity & cherokee loop
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THIS MAP IS INTENDED FOR USE AS A GENERAL GUIDE ONLY. NOT FOR
ACTUAL LAND NAVIGATION. IT IS STRONGLY SUGGESTED THAT YOU PURCHASE
A TOPOGRAPHIC MAP AND NAVIGATION TOOLS PRIOR TO YOUR HIKING TRIP.
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4 lower roof & fantasy meadow
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lower to upper roof loop
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second creek - broome hut

broome hut

